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A multi-stakeholder challenge ………………………………………………………….. A single-stakeholder challenge
Both Public & Private POVs ……………………………………..…………………………………….. Just Public or Private POV

Corporate Culture(s)…………………………………………………………………………………………..Design Culture
The Future (imaginative) ………………………………………………….…….…………………………………….. The Now (concrete)

The Real World ………………………………………………….…….…………………………………….. A laboratory setting

WHY THIS CHALLENGE IS HARD?

(Yup, that’s our context)



At NSG they hope to have concepts to communicate the future value of 
their work. It is a tool advance the NSG agenda.

(Structured financial data is top of mind for authorities behind NSG because 
it brings transparency to not just a single business but to the entire Nordic 
economy. And If you look it from a single public sector employee’s point-of-
view, it will allow the automation of many current processes – less busy-
work!)

https://nordicsmartgovernment.org/

WHY IS NSG ORGANIZING THIS CHALLENGE?

https://nordicsmartgovernment.org/


It is easy to get lost in the level of detail and complexities of structured financial data. 
In the challenge it is sufficient to understand the basic mechanics of it – the ‘so what’ 
of it all:

Structured financial data allows automation of processes, and more advanced 
analytics for business. It creates transparency in places where it was 
cumbersome to do before.

Once structured, financial data can be combined with other data sources in a 
smoother way than ever before.

THE ROLE OF DATA AND LEVEL OF DETAIL?



LET’S IMAGINE THIS ICEBERG IS THE 
TRANSACTIONAL DATA MY BUSINESS GENERATES



STRUCTURED FINANCIAL DATA CAN GIVE MORE 
TRANSPARENCY TO MY OWN BUSINESS

When I run a business, this is 
what I typically see on a receipt 
or an invoice: the tip of an ice-
berg.

There is a vast amount of other 
data that is generated through 
standard accounting practices 
– this now mostly not utilized at 
all. Here structured financial 
data can me more 
transparency and deeper 
insights to my own business.



AND A PANORAMA VIEW TO MY BUSINESS 
ECOSYSTEM

My businessMy producer My reseller

Because all structured financial data speaks the same language and shares a grammar, 
purchases and sales can be traced through my entire business ecosystem. This gives me 
lateral transparency to my business ecosystem on top of the deeper insights: I can 
see more of everyone’s iceberg, not just my own.



MY INDUSTRY

Imagine if we’d combine all the transactional data from all the companies from my industry, and 
not just in Finland but from across the Nordics: What could this and – and all the other things I 
need to report to authorities – reveal of the market trends and my (potential) customers’ 
behaviors that I could utilize in my own business?
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Structured financial data
Other business data

What could
you combine it 
with?

Transparent 
Democratised Finance

Open data
Third party data

Real-time business 
intelligence
- VAT reporting
- Self-monitoring reports
- Business analytics
- Asset management
- Predictive capabilities
- Outcome investment
- Other reporting

Main challenge

Because the financial data has 
structure, you could combine it with 
any other data source that also follows 
a logic.

Play around with the thought of the 
(unlimited!) combination of data 
sources. What could we do?



Focus on a concept. What does it do – What is the so what of the concept? What are 
the crude mechanics of it?

Prioritize the business POV. What would make a person use this service at work? 
What would make masses of people use it? What would be the added value? 

Cover authority needs too. NSG offers the challenge, so do not forget authority 
needs. But you can regard their needs as additional features (such as automated VAT 
reporting, one-step-back-one-step-forward etc).

Ps. Challenge the brief! Just make sure that your approach is aligned with the spirit of 
the challenge – The main Challenge statement & the assessment criteria.

WHAT TO FOCUS ON?
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Efficiency

Growth

Future
Proofing

How might we co-create new solutions and services that bring forth the value of structured financial 
data for Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) that operate within the value chain of food?

Focus area Authorities Data sets

Service 
Concepts

Partner organizations


